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The issue of Condo Voice that you are
holding in your hands (or reading on
your screen) is the first issue following
the redesign of the magazine. This is a
time of renewal. It seems appropriate,
then, that I am writing this in the midst of
the first sustained stretch of nice weather
that Toronto has enjoyed so far in 2013.
The cherry blossoms in High Park are in
bloom, the Blue Jays are playing games
with the roof of the SkyDome (sorry,
the Rogers Centre) open and sidewalks
and patios all over the city are filled with
people enjoying the sun.

This is also a time of renewal for many
condominium corporations. Not only are
outdoor amenities and air conditioning
units being opened and turned on for the
season, but many condominium corporations have recently had or will soon
have their annual general meetings. At
these meetings, many corporations’ unit
owners will elect new directors with new
ideas to help condominium corporations
and their communities move forward.
In addition, it is also a time of renewal for
your CCI Toronto memberships. Membership renewal notices were distributed
at the beginning of June and already, a
significant number of members have renewed for the coming year.
As condominium corporations consider
their options for renewal, I am confident
that they will benefit from the informative articles in this issue as well as the
many excellent director courses CCI offers. Remember, change, though sometimes daunting, is often a good thing.

Brian Horlick
B.Comm., B.C.L., LL.B., ACCI, FCCI
President
CCI Toronto & Area Chapter
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My last editorial dealt with the problems
that are experienced by a new condominium.
Those issues related to the board of directors finding the appropriate experience in
dealing with construction deficiencies and
Tarion Claims. Most condominium corporations have a very happy life during their first
10 to 15 years of existence. In fact, I would
say almost all condominiums have bliss for
an extended period of time. It is even true
that most condominiums don’t suffer the
problems that I am going to address in this
editorial. However, a significant minority of
condominiums are, for a number of socioeconomic, political, and other complex reasons
affecting their governance matrix, unable to
manage their own affairs to even a minimum
standard. For these condominiums, the Condominium Act, 1998, has the interim solution of the appointment of an administrator.

competence, efficiency and success; how do
we ensure an administrator delivers these
things? We owe it to those owners that have
suffered greatly under past mismanagement
and bad governance of the condominium
corporation. The industry needs to think
deeply about this issue.
The second problem of the continued unacceptable and sometimes disastrous governance of the corporation, which, again, is
caused by complex socioeconomic factors
within the corporation, can be dealt with. A
third party periodic review and evaluation
of the governance of the condominium is
the solution. A failing evaluation must have
strong and appropriate consequences.

There are two very significant problems in
the appointment of an administrator. Firstly,
it is the community itself, one that has been
unable to govern itself, that must support
the selection of the administrator. Again,
complex social and political issues, which
are too many to mention, actually prevent
the right choice for an administrator in many
instances. I emphasize, not in all cases, but
in many cases. Secondly, if the administrator
did a good job, everything that the administrator has put in place, or almost everything
the administrator has put in place, is tampered with, negated, and even reversed by
the newly elected board of directors at the
end of the administratorship. What are the
solutions?

I must emphasize, the ideas in this editorial
are not meant to make one believe that the
governance of condominiums is not acceptable in the majority. It is only a significant
minority of condominium communities that
are affected by the problems mentioned.
However, condominiums are not like business corporations that, if mismanaged, are
governed by economic realities that will autocorrect the problem. Condominiums that
are badly governed, not only profoundly ruin
the lives of many of their owners and residents, but they also infect their surrounding
neighbourhoods with lowered market value
and a host of other negative issues. Badly run
businesses go out of business or bankrupt
and essentially disappear. What happens to a
badly run condo? It remains put and festers.
Don’t we, as the public, have an interest in
ensuring condos don’t fail? I think we do.

For the first problem of the selection of a notso-great administrator; the solution is not
simple. We want to respect democracy, but at
the same time, we know democracy doesn’t
work in buildings in deep crisis. Integrity,

Mario Deo
BA. LL.B.
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Energy / Conservation
Murray Johnson, RCM
Brookfield Residential Services Ltd.

A single solution to
all your energy
efficiency problems?

Hogwash!

I’m often asked about the benefits of Building Automated Systems (BAS) in a typical
condominium. Condominium high rise
buildings (with very few exceptions) are
a simple, constant temperature, environments. The installation of expensive BAS
controls and the requirement to enter into
some sort of operational monitoring or
control contract for the system seems to
be overkill. An analogy might be that put-

ting a BAS in a typical condominium is like
putting cruise control on a tricycle, it’s
just too much to control too little. Again,
at the risk of upsetting a few individuals, I
am compelled to apply that technical term
again…..HOG WASH!
Some engineering firms will be commissioned to design a theoretical perfect
HVAC plant for a condominium under the
guise of saving energy This approach to
energy savings can be seen as promoting
the incorrect premise that it should be
energy efficiency “at any cost” to the corporation. As managers and management
firms we must be the voice of reason for
our clients. A theoretical perfect project
with a ten to fifteen year Return on Investment (ROI) is of no use to an owner
who sells in a few short years. In fact, a
formula that assumes an owner will stay in

a condominium for an average of five years
is more equitable. If a return or resultant
benefit from an energy efficiency project
or retrofit can’t be realized in that time
frame, why should an owner participate
in the cost? What’s in it for them if fees
are not affected until after they sell and
move out?
Energy bundling is a concept that is gaining in popularity. Bundling is nothing
more than combining differing technologies to gain an exponentially larger annual savings on utility costs and taking advantage of more than one OPA incentive.
Sometimes a lighting project will have a
four or five year return on investment but
when combined with boilers, intermittent
pumping and variable speed drives, the incentives from the natural gas distributor
and the provinces Save on Energy incenCONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

How many times have I heard LED lighting is the one solution to all problems?
How about the salesman who says that
a boiler replacement to high-end expensive condensing boilers is the only way
to go? Not necessarily so! Those in the
industry who have some understanding of
the many approaches to energy and utility
reduction have a technical term for this
“one answer” approach…..HOG WASH!

416-354-1925
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tive plan can bring these ROI’s to often
less than two years. An average ROI of 1.4
years with an average annual reduction
in utility costs in the range of $25,000 to
$60,000 per building is not unheard of. A
few buildings have realized less than two
year ROI’s and are now saving in excess of
$100,000 per year. I challenge anyone to
find a GIC with that kind of return!
The secret is not only in bundling but also
balancing what is reasonable for a condominium based on their financial health and
available funds. Net Present Value (the
long term value of a project in future dollars) combined with cash flow restrictions
and short ROI’s make these projects not
necessarily “theoretical perfect” projects,
but instead “financially viable” and value
added projects. It should be a matter of
energy efficiency “as a cost” and not “at
any cost”. Subtle yes, but significant for
end user viability.
Phased projects are where the first few
years of savings not only pay back the initial expense of the project, but continue
to generate savings (assuming fees are lot
lowered) that will eventually fund the next
round of energy efficiency projects elimi-

It should be
a matter
of energy
efficiency “as
a cost” and
not “at any
cost.” Subtle
yes, but
significant
for end user
viability

nating the need to increase fees to pay for
the continuing efforts.
Many young professionals go to work
for firms that promote the image of being green and efficient, firms rent space
in large commercial buildings that attract
large commercial tenants because they
have a green approach to building systems, and then the employees come home
to their condominium and want the same
culture, all without increasing monthly
fees. A systematic bundling approach to
energy efficiencies sets a culture in the
buildings that promotes efficiencies and
carries over into the suites. It also allows
for major financial savings (in many cases)
where owners can see the benefits before
they sell and move out. Did I mention all
“without increasing fees”?
One building near City Hall in Toronto
has done exactly this and has gone public
with owners saying that fees are not going
to increase for five years. They go on to
guarantee that when fees finally start to
increase, it will only be by the rate of inflation at that time. Clearly a gutsy move,
rare, and not without a few disclaimers
(just in case) but three years into the
promise they are on track and meeting
or exceeding target savings. But even so,
when is the last time you heard anything
like this from a board of directors, free of
deferring costs to future owners? Phased,
systematic and bundled approaches to energy efficiencies can do this for many condominiums when energy, as a cost, and not
at any cost, becomes the motto.
A salesperson is only as good as the
amount of product or service they can sell.
A manager has to be enough of an expert
to assist boards by combining bundling,
phased approaches, cash flow, diverse
technologies and yes, even premature
replacement of inefficient HVAC components. Just because something is new does
not mean that the cost of the remaining
life is financially viable. More times than
not we see that the cost of replacement before end of life creates operational savings
that far outweigh the cost of the project
and the additional cost of operating inefficient systems.
Don’t get caught up in the over engineered
and overly expensive projects. Don’t let the

A theoretical
perfect project
with a ten to
fifteen year
Return on
Investment
(ROI) is of no
use to an
owner who
sells in a few
short years
smooth talking salesman tell you that he/
she has the one single solution to all your
energy consumption problems. Look for
system specialists and don’t settle for component technicians who tell you they know
what’s best. Use some “energy” to educate
yourself and become a quasi-expert in energy efficiency strategies. Remember, if
you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.
Reduce your consumption, educate your
residents and measure your progress….
and then when you think you have it all
down right, start all over again. Finally,
remember the golden rule …… avoid the
HOG WASH! C V
CONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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Repairs and Renos
Sally Thompson and Madison White
Halsall Associates

Renewing
Interior
Finishes
Don’t get ‘called
on the carpet’

ILLUSTRATION BY MAURICE VELLEKOOP

Renewing interior finishes in your condominium is critical to its success. The curb
appeal of the building, right up to the door of
your suite, is important to the overall feel of
the building and the resale value of each unit.
Renewal of interior finishes is budgeted
in a corporation’s reserve fund study,
which also includes other, more technical
projects, such as roof replacement, boiler
replacement and elevator modernization.
In a typical high-rise building with some
amenities, interior finish renewal generally represents about 20% of the total cost
of projects budgeted in the reserve fund.
It is therefore critical to get these budgets
reasonably accurate. But, given the somewhat discretionary nature of the projects,
this can be a challenge.
Reserve Fund Studies often
underestimate finish budgets
In many corporations, the allocations to in-

terior finish renewal are simply inadequate
even to replace like-with-like, let alone
meet “current construction standards” as
allowed by the Condominium Act.
This presents more than one concern:
• Firstly, an inadequate budget may
mean that the corporation may have to
defer the project. This negatively impacts the quality of the building for all
residents.
• Secondly, if the board elects to proceed
in spite of an inadequate budget, it will
have to dip into funds intended for
other projects. In turn, this will result
in increased contributions (and therefore maintenance fees) at the time of
the next Reserve Fund Study Update.
In the extreme case, the project may
require a special assessment.
• Lastly, and probably most importantly
from a community-building perspective, when a board proceeds with a fin-

ish project at higher cost than shown
in the Reserve Fund Study, the board
will often be criticized by owners for
spending frivolously. Even if this is not
indeed the case, who wouldn’t assume
that a board spending $1.8 million
against a budget of $1 million for finishes is up to something inappropriate?
Guarding against inadequate budgets
To guard against inadequate budgets,
the Board should make it clear to their
reserve fund study provider that the interior finish budgets must be created with
great care.
The board should also ask for details about
how these budgets were developed. As
most reserve fund study providers do not
tender interior finish projects, and because
interior finishes are not an engineering
discipline, their data sources should be
a combination of published sources and
CONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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information from local contractors who
regularly complete work for condominium corporations. They should take particular care when relying on standard costs
from sources such as RS Means, as these
often apply to commercial rather than
residential buildings. Obviously, changing
finishes in a commercial building, which is
empty at night, is significantly easier and
less costly than changing finishes in a fully
occupied residential building.
As with any other big project, you should
not rely on the budget in the reserve fund
study as the only budget. In the one or
two years before the project proceeds, the
board should obtain preliminary and then
formal quotes for the work.
Evaluating recommendations
In evaluating the quality of the recommendations provided, a board might consider the following points:
Finish renewal for corridors typically
ranges from about $2000 to $5000 per
suite. The features that push costs to the
higher level are crown moldings or other
millwork such as woodwork around doors.

Lobby renewals are particularly costly.
These generally range from $10,000 for
a very modest lobby to a few hundred
thousand dollars for complex lobbies. A
decorative element for an entrance lobby,
such as a dominant light fixture, can cost
around $10,000. A large concierge desk
may cost $25,000 (or more).

Window coverings
in amenity areas
are often not
considered,
but with very
simple coverings
starting at about
$150/m2, they can
be a significant
budget item.

Guidance.

Watch out for the chattels. Silk plants
throughout a building can be worth
$25,000 or more. Artwork or decorative
furnishings also add up quickly.
Don’t forget about window coverings.
Window coverings in amenity areas are
often not considered, but with very simple
coverings starting at about $150/m2, they
can be a significant budget item.
Finishes in the guest suites and superintendent’s suite may require frequent renewal. In the guest suite, this may also
include linens, window coverings, furniture, and bathroom vanities and fixtures.
Unseen wall and floor conditions will
have a significant impact on the cost to
replace wallpaper and carpet. For ex-

Practical Advice.
Creative Solutions.
Our Condominium Legal Group has
advised and represented clients on all
aspects of condominium law for more
than 20 years. We help our clients make
informed decisions and create successful
strategies to resolve condominium issues
in a cost effective manner.

condoreporter.com
Condominium Legal Group
Denise Lash, Chair
416 360.3566 • dlash@heenan.ca • 1 888 339.6336
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ample, removing wallpaper applied to an
unprimed wall will take longer and will
damage the drywall, leading to an additional 20% in the replacement cost. (Why
would it be on an unprimed wall to start
with you ask? Because it cost a bit less the
first time.) These types of issues are usually handled through a contingency, which
should be included up front in the budget.
A ten percent contingency would not be
unreasonable and should be included in all
finish-related projects.
Party rooms can be costly to renew. Party
rooms often take heavy wear and tear and
can be expensive to renew, especially if
cupboards and countertops require replacement. Budgets of over a hundred
thousand dollars are not unreasonable for
a well-appointed party room.
Include allowance for an interior designer.
Budgets for significant projects should include an additional 10 to 12% of the construction cost allowance for an interior
designer who oversees the design and provides quality review during construction.
Boards should note that the contingency,

allowance for design, and HST consume
about 35% of the overall project budget.
Quality makes a difference
Different quality materials impact not
only the cost of the projects, but also the
renewal cycle. When planning for an interior renovation, boards need to consider
life cycle costs, not just first costs.

Watch out for
the chattels. Silk
plants throughout
a building can be
worth $25,000
or more. Artwork
or decorative
furnishings also
add up quickly.

For example, if maintained well, a more
durable, high quality carpet, can last 15
years or longer. Carpets made of lower
quality material may only last six or seven
years. This could mean the difference between two or four carpet replacements in
a 30-year period which impacts not only
budgets but also the effort and disruption
related to each project.
Investing in a carpet under-pad, as opposed to gluing the carpet directly to the
floor, can also increase the carpet’s service
life. The initial cost of an under-pad is $7
to $8 more per square meter, but savings
are realized down the line: carpets will not
need to be replaced as frequently, and it
will cost less to remove them when you
do. As it usually costs about $60 to $85 per

JCO & Associates have specialized in the refurbishment of condominium
common elements for over 24 years, offering cost effective, creative solutions that enhance the look and marketability of your condominium. We
pride ourselves in providing the highest quality of service and workmanship.
Please visit our web site at www.jcoandassociates.com to view our current
and past projects or contact us at 416-724-4237.

JCO is a member in good standing with ACMO (Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario), CCI (Canadian Condominium Institute), IDC (Interior Design of Canada) and
TCA (Toronto Construction Association). All our work is guaranteed and can be certified by a Performance Bond issued by Zurich Insurance for performance, material and labour.
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square meter to replace carpet, an underpad might be a wise investment.

Condo Act in respect to changes, alterations and improvements.

Of course, each board will have its own
strategy. Do they want to invest in highercost, more-durable elements and change
finishes infrequently? Or do they want to
use lower cost materials and change finishes more frequently to permit the finishes
to keep up with current trends?

Until enough buildings are built to green
standards and these products become
“current construction standard,” investment in more environmentally-conscious
materials will be considered an improvement, which could mean that the board
needs to notify, or, depending on the cost
increment, seek approval of the owners.
The incremental cost may also need to be
paid from the operating budget instead of
the reserve fund. These roadblocks, especially in buildings with high rental occupancy where it can be difficult to obtain
owner approval, will impede the corporation’s ability to do the right thing.

Whatever the decision, the Board might
consider communicating their strategy to
the residents and should certainly communicate it to the the engineer completing the reserve fund study so the study
reflects the strategy.
Going green
A “green“ renovation, using environmentally-friendly materials, will unfortunately currently cost about 30% more
compared to standard materials. We hope
this changes as demand for these products
rise, forcing suppliers to rework their supply chains and manufacturing processes.
Unfortunately, the condominium sector is
hard-pressed to contribute to this revolution due to restrictions in section 97 of the

Planning is key
Best practice, when financially viable, is
to complete all corridors (flooring, wall
coverings, ceiling finishes, suite doors and
lighting fixtures) at the same time from
the top of the building to bottom, finishing
with the lobby.
Piecemeal or poorly planned renovations
can cause damage to newly installed ele-

ments. For example, painting a ceiling can
damage a newly installed carpet, whether
from spilled paint or contactors’ equipment. Opting to renew only one element in
a corridor can also exaggerate the worn appearance of the older elements or leave the
impression that no real change was made,
even if the components left in place looked
“OK” at the beginning.
You can only please some of the people,
some of the time…
It can difficult to please all stakeholders.
When it comes to interior decorating, in
particular, everyone has an opinion. As a
result, overseeing finish replacements can
be a thankless job for boards even when
the budgets in the reserve fund study are
reasonable. Having an appropriate budget
for finishes in the reserve fund study will
always be a critical success factor.
Even though boards do not require unitowner approval for reserve fund expenditures, our advice is to keep owners well informed, Allowing residents to see options,
and perhaps even vote for a favorite scheme,
will go a long way to avoiding criticism
when final design decisions are made. C V
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Communications
Sue Langlois, WOWnetwork Toronto
Patricia Elia, Elia Associates

Hello... Are You Getting Through?
Some tips on communicating effectively at your condo

If you’re a property manager or a condo
board director, no doubt you are providing lots of information to your residents
on a regular basis. But if you’re still constantly bombarded with questions, and the
residents at your AGM keep complaining
that they never know what’s going on,
then you may be making some common
mistakes.

ready be adjusting the saturation so that
the most important messages get more
air time. Make a list of all the different
ways you can communicate, and design a
schedule around them. If townhomes are a
challenge, use social media to reach them;
Twitter and LinkedIn are just two that can
get you started.

From the Corporation’s point of view, this
is a great evidentiary strategy. Corporations are held to the standard of reasonableness. So the Corporation needs to be
reasonable, but what is reasonable? A smart
communication strategy needs to be based
on board decisions that underlay the need
for a communication strategy. Too much

The purpose of good communication in
any condo is to reduce costs, minimize legal risk and increase property value. In
order for it to be effective and worthwhile,
it must affect the bottom line, period. Here
are some solutions to help you do just that.

Take the time to find out how residents are
best able to be reached, and plan your notification strategy accordingly. Put a survey
under the door, at front desk and online.
Mailroom? Post it a week in advance.
Elevator? A day or two. Digital message
board? Your service provider should al18
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ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

Communication Strategy Part I
Sticking a piece of paper in the mailroom
notifying residents about fan coil maintenance the night before it’s scheduled isn’t
the best way to get the word out, especially
for residents who only check their mailbox
once a week. Residents can be tricky to
reach. Some walk through the lobby, others never set foot in it. Demographics can
play a big part in how you communicate to
different people, and planning what, when,
and how often you send notifications and
in what format, can make a big difference.

4

communication may also create a risk because it creates too high an expectation for
information. Thus, balance is key and this
is based on good corporate governance in
the form of policies and procedures that set
parameters for communication.
Communication Strategy Part II
The first part of your strategy is the tools.
Once you know how you are going to
reach your residents, the next thing is to
figure out what to say to them. The usual
day-to-day items are a staple, but if the
real purpose of good communication is to
save the corporation money, minimize legal risk and increase property value, then
there is more to do!
There are four categories to consider as
the cornerstones of your communication
strategy: The AGM, The Rules, The Responsibilities and The Lifestyle. While
these can get more in-depth, the basics
are highlighted in the sidebar at right:
Building community is invaluable to how
people look and feel about their home.
Condominiums are a great opportunity
to see a microversion of the global community at work. The challenge is to keep
the balance. Laws help to do this so that
the playing field is equal. Further, boards
must draw the line clearly about what they
are communicating or allowing to be communicated on behalf of the Corporations.
Failure to do so may result in undue risk
exposure. For example, the corporation
sponsoring trips to a casino is a no-no that
is not part of the Corporation’s statutory
function. While a trip to the casino may
build community, let some other party
take the risk.
Create Appealing Content
We live in the digital age, and despite most
people “being connected”, it’s increasingly
more difficult to get residents’ attention.
The notices that you post for residents
need to be bright, engaging, informative
and entertaining in order to cut through
the noise, get noticed and retained. Most
property managers are simply too busy to
do much more than type up a notice on letterhead, so they wind up posting a notice
that looks suspiciously similar to the last
5 notices posted. Not to mention the five
before that!

COMMUNICATION
CORNERSTONES

1

The AGM
Communicate it before,
and after the big day.
Remind residents why
they should come, what
to expect and provide a
summary of the occasion
afterwards.

2

The Rules
Reminding people on
a regular basis of the
rules and regulations can
be helpful and diminish conflict and thus
reduce legal intervention. Informing people in
advance is a better, more
proactive way to communicate the rules.

3

The Responsibilities
Highlighting to owners
their responsibilities
such as maintaining and
repairing their fan coil
unit can be helpful, if
such a responsibility is
the unit owners. Letting
people know that air
filters are available at the
Corporation’s property
management office can
be helpful if the Board
is able to secure those
hard to find filters.
Reminding people to
ensure that wet waste
is water tight on the way
to the garbage disposal
will help save the carpets
and operational costs
with respect to cleaning.

Outsource your content to someone
who can take the time to get this right!
Property managers are often called upon
to know when to contact a professional,
which means that managers need to have
knowledge and training, when it comes
to actually retaining those services, the
manager provides expertise to guide the
board to the right option. He/she does
not grab a wrench and fix the leak. (Well,
okay there are exceptions to every rule!)
So too, with communication. Social media
experts, community managers, graphic
artists and digital media experts can help
you make the most of your communication, so that it works for you and saves the
condo corporation money.

4

The Lifestyle
WowNetwork calls it
“Condo-munity™” and
it’s important. Communicating in different
languages, celebrating
social events and simply
making people feel that
they are an important
part of the community
all go a long way toward
resident responsibility
and accountability, taking care of the property,
working to keep fees
down and boosting
property value.

From a legal perspective, it is key to make
sure that what is communicated enhances
the Corporation community and does not
undermine the interest of the Corporation. In this regard, personal agendas of
board members and unit owners are not
part of the communication strategy necessarily. Thus, the board of directors when
embarking on a communication strategy
that has a lifestyle component ( it is not
necessary) needs to vet content. Committees, for example, always sit at the pleasure
of the board. What does this mean? Everything is run by the board for approval
and if the board does not approve then that
is the end of the matter. Committees have
no independent corporate authority. By
CONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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vetting content, the board of directors ensures that the objects of the Corporation
are fulfilled and that personal agendas are
avoided. Boards have to be cautious about
being the pawns of individual interests
and not to step outside the scope of their
legal authority or Corporations and directors may find themselves in trouble.
Offer a Balance
After speaking with and surveying residents, it seems that what they consider to
be “communication” is often quite different to what the board and management
deem it to be. There is an imbalance of the
information that each party deems important. For example:
The Board and Management: “Windows are being washed, carpets cleaned
and fan coils inspected. Oh yes and the fire
alarm testing. Let’s make sure everyone in
the building knows about all these things,
well in advance.”
The Resident: “I saw workers digging
up cement patches in garage. What is that
all about? I hope the building isn’t falling
down or something.”

Who decided to
change the carpet
in the lobby?
What’s with that
shade of blue
and how much
did it cost?
going on in the neighbourhood, as well as
the building, he immediately brightened
and said “Wow, that’s a great idea.” The
point is, that the decision to implement
digital communication in this man’s condo
was a process. It involved several meetings,
a decision, a signed contract and a work order. All of this is life-as-usual, for the board.
All of this got done, but none of it got communicated through to the residents. Not
all of it has to. If I hadn’t bumped into that
man at the elevator, he would have figured

it out eventually. But it’s the impression of
having “being kept in the dark” that leads
to grumbling residents and noisy AGMs.
Transmitting as much info about what decisions have been made, and how they will
positively affect the community. Offering a
balance translates to what does each party
need to communicate and how do they both
get the message without missing it. The
board of directors has an obligation to fulfill
and will be held to a reasonable standard.
How the message is communicated can be
done in a variety of ways.
Mind the Tone of the Message
Quite possibly the biggest, and most common communication mistake is the tone of
the messages posted to condo residents.
Harsh words, the overuse of the word “no”,
reminders that read more like army commands and the use of block capitals as the
VISUAL EQUIVALENT TO YELLING,
are all things that reduce the impact of your
communication and in fact quite often have
the opposite effect of alienating people.
Creating positive, friendly messages for

“Who decided to change the carpet in the
lobby? What’s with that shade of blue, and
how much did it cost?”
Too often the messages that boards deem
to be important and the info that residents
are looking for, are not the same thing.
The items that management and the board
are concerned with communicating are
valid and important to be sure, and many
residents are accustomed to seeing this
type of thing. Reading about the regular
maintenance stuff is so day-to-day that
they often don’t consider it as communication at all. It’s just there. Not so for the outof-the-ordinary stuff. Residents see something going on in the building that they
were never informed about, they go crazy.
I was once overseeing the installation of
digital message boards in a condo elevator, and overheard a resident say “That’s
the dumbest idea I ever saw. Televisions
in an elevator. How much of a program can
anyone really watch?” When I explained to
him that they were actually to take the place
of the old fashioned bulletin board, would
run short messages 5-10 seconds each and
include interesting items about what was
CONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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your residents shows respect, and encourages that respect to be reciprocated. Be as
friendly as possible, use please, thank you,
and humour wherever possible to encourage a friendly and positive atmosphere at
your condo. Many business corporations
make it a policy for receptionists to smile
when answering the phone, because smiling makes a person’s voice more friendly
and welcoming. Your communications
can have the same impact if you put on a
positive attitude before creating them. It’s
easy to chastise residents for not following
the rules, but if you communicate to them
with the attitude of a patient teacher rather
than a drill sergeant, you’re likely to see
some response. None of us has control over

I saw workers
digging up cement
patches in the
garage. What’s
that all about? I
hope the building
isn’t falling down
or something!

another’s behaviour, but we certainly have
control over our own. “Smile and the world
smiles with you….”
While nice is not a legal requirement, the
tone is also dependent on the “ time and
place”. Communications have a timeline.
Where a board has been proactive, through
newsletters, notices, letters by management, the board can rely on that paper trail.
A board must exercise good judgment, i.e.
an appropriate response depending on
where we are in the life of a communication. As well, the tone and the medium of
communication often show our degree of
commitment to the message and courts are
being more thoughtful about this. C V

I n s u r a n c e t h at g iv es y o u p e a ce o f m in d .

The value and protection your unit owners deserve.
Call for a free info package for your building.
1.877.627.6222 • www.condogold.ca
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THE FUTURE IS

NOW

DON’T MISS IT!

PLAN TO ATTEND THE 17TH ANNUAL
CONDOMINIUM CONFERENCE
15 + 16 NOVEMBER, 2013
TORONTO CONGRESS CENTRE,
650 DIXON ROAD, TORONTO, ON M9W 1J1
Don’t miss this annual conference which incorporates two days of educational sessions
for Condominium Directors, Managers and
other Professionals working in the industry
– with a two day trade show and numerous
networking and social activities!
Exhibit and Sponsorship Opportunities are still available
for Professional and Trade members of either CCI or ACMO.
Visit the conference website at: www.condoconference.ca
for further details or to view tradeshow floor plans. Don’t
miss this once a year opportunity to expand your business
opportunities!

Keynote Presentation by Neil Pashrica
(author of the Book of Awesome!)

Session Topics

Dispute Resolution
Insurance
Communication
Customer Service
AODA and Human Rights
Legislative Updates
Community Development and Urban Planning
Reserve Funds
Managing Major Projects
Defining Quiet Enjoyment
Annual Planning Guide
Maintaining a Work/Life Balance
Working with Police in Your Condo Community
Taxation Implications for Condos
Condo Governance and the Role of the Board
Condo of the Year Success Stories
Motivation and Finding Passion in Your Job

DON’T MISS THE FUTURE! VISIT WWW.CONDOCONFERENCE.CA OR CALL 416.491.6216 FOR FULL CONFERENCE DETAILS
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Condominium Law
Brian Horlick
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP

Decisions From the Courts
The impact on your condominium corporation

This was an appeal by a condominium
corporation from an order dismissing the
corporation’s motion for summary judgment. The respondent, Ms. Bujold, was
the owner of a unit in the corporation.
Ms. Bujold had fallen into arrears of the
common expenses payable in respect of
her unit. As a result, on June 22, 2007, the
corporation served Ms. Bujold with a Notice of Lien (then referred to as a Form 14).
The corporation then registered a lien on
Ms. Bujold’s unit on September 25, 2007.
Pursuant to the Condominium Act, 1998,
a lien, once registered, may be enforced in
the same manner as a mortgage. As such, if
the amount secured by the lien is not paid,
the corporation may commence power of
sale proceedings. In this case, the corporation commenced a claim seeking possession of Ms. Bujold’s unit in early 2009.
Where a party to litigation believes that
there is no real issue requiring a trial, the
party may bring a motion for summary
judgment in order to obtain judgment at
an earlier stage. In this case, the corporation brought a motion for summary judgment on its claim against Ms. Bujold. The
judge hearing the motion dismissed it, and
the corporation appealed the dismissal.
On appeal, the court considered section
85 of the Act, which gives a condomin26
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ium corporation the right to lien a unit
for common expense arrears, but provides that this lien right expires three
months after the default giving rise to
the lien right if the lien is not registered.
The court held that the plain meaning of
the section was such that a new lien right
arose each month that a unit owner failed
to pay his or her common expenses. That
is, if Ms. Bujold failed to pay on June 1
and again on July 1, the corporation had
a separate lien right in respect of each of
June and July’s common expenses. Once
registered, the separate liens effectively
collapsed into a single lien covering up
to the three months prior to registration.
The court then turned to the requirement in section 85 that the corporation
provide notice of a lien to an owner prior
to registering the lien. Given the court’s
interpretation of section 85 as providing
for a separate lien right in respect of each
month’s common expenses, the court held
that it was logically consistent to conclude
that section 85 required that notice be provided of the particular lien that would be
registered prior to registration of the lien.
In this case, as noted above, the notice of
lien was given on June 22, and the lien was
registered on September 25. Based on the
court’s interpretation of section 85 of the
Act, the court held that the notice of lien
dated June 22 could only cover the common expense arrears that had accrued to
that date (i.e., up to and including the June,

2007 common expenses). Given that the
lien was not registered until September
25, 2007, the lien right in respect of the
common expense arrears accruing prior
to July 1, 2007 had expired, and so the lien
registered on September 25, 2007 could
not be in respect of the common expense
arrears accruing prior to July 1. As the
corporation had not provided a further notice of lien after July 1, 2007, the court held
that the corporation had not complied
with the requirement set out in section
85 to give notice of the lien prior to registration, and that the lien was therefore
invalid. As such, the appeal was dismissed.
Author’s note: with respect to the court’s interpretation of section 85 of the Act as it relates
to separate lien rights for each month’s common
expenses, we agree with this interpretation. In
this regard, the court took note of the fact that
the “condominium industry” (as described in
this case) generally operates in accordance with
this interpretation.
The practical implications of this decision
will vary depending on the practice of a particular property manager or law firm with
respect to sending notice of lien and registering liens. However, given the relatively strict
interpretation of section 85 adopted by the
Court of Appeal, it is clear that all condominium corporations, property managers and
law firms should be sending notices of lien in
the same month as the liens are registered.
Failure to do so could cause the lien to be partially or entirely invalid.

ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

York Condominium Corp. No. 82 v.
Bujold (Court of Appeal for Ontario,
April 3, 2013)

York Region Condominium Corp. No.
639 v. Lee (Ontario Superior Court
of Justice (Divisional Court), January
25, 2013
The condominium corporation in this case
appealed a decision of the Landlord and
Tenant Board (LTB). The corporation had
previously employed a live-in superintendent who occupied a superintendent’s suite
that was part of the common elements. In
2007, the corporation hired an off-site superintendent and passed a by-law allowing
it to rent the former superintendent’s suite
to tenants. The corporation then rented the
unit to the respondents on this appeal, Mr.
and Mrs. Lee. Subsequently, in 2012, the
corporation decided to once again hire an
on-site superintendent.
Pursuant to the Residential Tenancies Act,
2006, the landlord of leased premises may
give a tenant notice of termination of the
tenancy where the landlord wishes to take
over the leased premises for its own use. If
the tenant fails or refuses to move out of
the leased premises, the landlord may apply
to the LTB for an order terminating the
tenancy. In this case, the corporation gave
the Lees notice to terminate their tenancy.
The Lees refused to move out of the former
superintendent’s suite, so the corporation
applied to the LTB for an order terminating
the Lees’ tenancy.
At the hearing of the application, the LTB
held that a condominium corporation with

150 unit owners could not be considered
a landlord for the purpose of taking over
leased premises for the landlord’s own use.
In coming to this determination, the LTB
considered a prior decision of the Court of
Appeal in Slapsys (1406393 Ontario Inc.)
v. Abrams, in which the court held that
the sole shareholder of a corporation that
owned leased premises could take over
leased premises for his own use. The LTB
interpreted the decision in Slapsys as standing for the proposition that, in circumstances where leased premises are owned by a
corporation, only a closely held (e.g., sole
shareholder) corporation could avail itself
of the right to terminate a tenancy for landlord’s own use. Given that there would not
be a sole shareholder of the condominium
corporation occupying the unit, the LTB
held that the corporation was not entitled to
terminate the Lees’ tenancy for landlord’s
own use. As such, the LTB dismissed the
condominium corporation’s application.
On appeal, the Divisional Court held that
the LTB had misinterpreted the Court of
Appeal’s decision in Slapsys. The issue in
Slapsys was not whether a corporation
could occupy leased premises, but rather
whether the sole shareholder of a corporation that owned leased premises could be
considered the landlord of the leased premises for the purposes of the right to terminate a tenancy for landlord’s own use. The
question of occupation of the leased premises by a corporation was not addressed by
the Court of Appeal in Slapsys.

The Divisional Court considered the
condominium corporation’s obligation to
manage its property on behalf of the unit
owners, and held that the corporation
could occupy leased premises if that occupation was related to the carrying out
of the corporation’s obligations. Since the
corporation’s purpose in terminating the
Lees’ tenancy was to hire a live-in superintendent to assist with the management
of the property, the Divisional Court held
that occupation of the leased premises by
a superintendent should be considered
occupation of the leased premises by the
corporation. As such, the Divisional Court
held that the condominium corporation
was entitled to avail itself of the right to
terminate the Lees’ tenancy for landlord’s
own use, allowed the appeal, and ordered
the Lees’ tenancy terminated. C V
Author’s note: although this decision turned
on what was (relatively speaking) a technical
legal issue, the practical implications of this
decision for condominium corporations that
have rented their superintendent’s suites to
ordinary tenants are obvious. The residential
tenancy regime in Ontario (as noted by the
Divisional Court in this case) is intended to
protect tenants against no-fault termination
of their tenancies, and the circumstances in
which a tenant can be evicted absent fault
are relatively few. This decision effectively
extends those circumstances in a manner that
could be extremely beneficial to a condominium corporation in similar circumstances to
the corporation in this case.
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SPRING 2013
• Committee Reports Update
• CCI Toronto Committee Profiles
• Welcome New Committee Members

CCI Committee Update
Membership
Committee
Chair:
Vic Persaud
Members:
Henry Jansen
Murray Johnson
Doug King
Lavonne McCumber-Eals
Mark Seenarine
The Membership Committee
continues to meet monthly and
has a full plate of initiatives on
the go! A sub-committee was
recently struck to review and
update the CCI Toronto Directors Kit. This publication
serves as a primer resource
tool for condominium directors and is provided free to each
new condominium corporation
when they first join CCI. It is
also available for sale through
the CCI Toronto Bookstore.
Watch for an updated version of
this valuable tool to be available
toward the end of 2013. With
an eye toward maintaining
membership value for condo
corporations, the committee
is pleased to announce that
condominium corporations
will continue to receive complimentary registrations to the
Level 101 course as a part of the
membership benefits. Watch for
details with your renewal package coming in the mail in June
28
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of 2013. In the coming year, the
committee will look at increasing membership value for our
trusted Sponsor/Trade members. If trade members have any
ideas of what they would like
to see as part of their membership benefit with CCI Toronto,
please send your ideas to: ccitoronto@taylorenterprises.com

Education
Committee
Chair:		
John Warren
Members:
Pamela Boyce
Robert Buckler
Bob Girard
Jeff Jeffcoatt
Michael Pascu
Bill Thompson
Sally Thompson
After a long year of hard work,
the Education Committee is
thrilled to announce that the
finishing touches are just being
put on the new course material.
The all new CCI Toronto Director courses will be launched
in the fall of 2013. Be sure to
watch for course registration
information starting in June
2013! The committee is also
pleased to announce that a seminar on Living Well in a Condominium has also been developed for prospective purchasers

and new condominium owners.
The session covers the basics of
condominium governance and
also delves into the condo rules
–what they mean and why they
exist. Understanding the practical day-to-day matters that
concern owners will help to
make owners understand their
role in creating a positive community environment. The session was offered on May 29th
and feedback was encouraging.
Watch for information on when
this session will be offered next.

Government
Relations
Committee
Co-Chairs:
Armand Conant
Dean McCabe
Members:
Brian Horlick
Steve Christodoulou
The main focus of this committee continues to revolve
around the Condo Act Review
Process being undertaken by
the Ministry of Consumer Services. The Stage One findings
report has been released and
Stage Two of the review process is well underway with the
Expert Panel members meeting frequently. For current
updates visit the CCI Toronto

website at: www.ccitoronto.org

Communications
Committee
Chair:		
Lisa Kay
Members:
Mario Deo
Sue Langlois
Andrea Lusk
Joy Mathews
Julian McNabb
Sharon Vogel
Jason Rivait
The Communications Committee has done it! The new
magazine has now been
launched and we eagerly await
your feedback. Tell us what you
think via email to: ccitoronto@
taylorenterprises.com

Conference
Committee:
Chair:
Brian Horlick
Members:
Chris Antipas
Steve Christodoulou
Kim Coulter
Mario Deo
Lisa Kay
Dean McCabe
Robert Thackeray
Sally Thompson

member

NEWS
The 2013 conference theme
has been selected as The Future is Now and a fantastic
line up of educational sessions
are being planned. The keynote speaker this year will be
Neil Pasricha – the author of
The Book of Awesome. Don’t
miss Neil’s presentation on
Awesome in the Workplace!
Exhibit space and sponsorship opportunities are now
available – so visit the conference website at: www: condoconference.ca for information
on how to sign up. Registrations will be available by midJune. Mark your calendars
now for Friday November
15th and Saturday November
16th, 2013.

Volunteer
Resource
Committee :
The Volunteer Resource
Committee is pleased to announce a new member – Dale
Kerr with GRG Building. This
committee continues to meet
to identify ways to recruit,
train and reward the many
volunteers who give so freely
of their time and expertise to
CCI. Committee Chair, Murray Johnson will be attending
the CCI National meetings in
early June and will be participating in the Leaders Forum
series to present on the topic
of Volunteer Recognition.
We are thrilled that Murray
will have the opportunity to
share with other CCI Chapters across the country with
the efforts made to date within
our own Chapter.

CCI Toronto Committee Profiles
Condominium Institute -Toronto and Area Chapter (CCIT) and now serves on a CCI-T
Membership sub-committee

Stan
Morris
RCM
Stan joined his Brookfield Residential Services as a Regional
Manager in June 2010, with over
25 years in the service industry.
His experience and focus has
been in the areas of operations,
customer service, staff development and training, transportation, distribution, facilities and
property management.
He participated in the ISO Certification process while serving
as a Regional Manager working
for a previous employer. During his career in the Property
Management Industry Stan has
been primarily responsible for
mixed portfolios consisting of
townhouses, low rise and highrise buildings as well as managing a large condominium site
situated on an 11 acre property
and consisting of three condominium corporations with over
800 units and a separate full time
recreation center.
Stan is a member of the Association of Condominium Managers
of Ontario (ACMO) and holds a
Registered Condominium Manager Diploma, In addition, Stan
is a member of the Canadian

Stan continues to promote improvements for the industry in
the areas of energy efficiency
and building science.

Dale
Kerr
B.A.Sc., M.Eng., P.Eng., BSSO,
ACCI, FOBEC

Dale is a founding partner of
GRG Building Consultants
Inc. and is experienced in the
planning and implementation
of building audits, maintenance
plans, reserve fund studies, failure investigations, remedial repair programs, repair specifications, and construction contract
administration. Her experience
encompasses single-family residential, high-rise residential,
townhouse, commercial, office,
institutional and industrial
building complexes. Her particular expertise includes the
evaluation of cladding systems,
windows, and air barrier technology. She has been involved
in laboratory testing of materials and systems at the Ontario
Research Foundation, and air
barrier and rainscreen wall research at the Division of Build-

ing Research, National Research
Council Canada.
Dale is a past member of the
Standing Committee on Energy Conservation in Buildings
responsible for the development
of the Model National Energy
Codes for Houses and Buildings.
She was also chair of the CSA
A440 Standard on Windows
and Fenestration Systems and
the A440.2 Standard on Energy
Performance of Windows and
continues as a member of both
committees. Dale has also recently received advanced training in the use of the RETScreen
Clean Energy Project Analysis
Software program.
Dale’s extensive experience in
the area of technology transfer
includes the writing of papers
and articles and the coordination and presentation of seminars. She created the Ontario
Building Envelope Council
newsletter and was the Editor
and Publisher for eight years.
She has been retained by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation and the Passive Solar
Division of Natural Resources
Canada to write over 200 research summaries. She was also
retained by NRCan to write numerous magazine articles on the
Model National Energy Codes
and literature explaining the
Codes. She recently completed
a student manual on Physical
Building Management that is
over 800 pages in length that is
used by ACMO in their RCM
course. Dale is a member of the
Professional Writers’ AssoCONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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member

NEWS
ciation of Canada (PWAC), the
Editors’ Association of Canada
(EAC), the Society for Technical Communication (STC) and
the Canadian Science Writers’
Association (CSWA). She was

also recently named a fellow of
the Ontario Building Envelope
Council and was recipient of
“The Beckie”, the Anthony A.
Woods Award for promoting
excellence in the design, con-

struction and performance of
the building envelope. Dale is
also an avid volunteer, making
her an ideal candidate for the
Volunteers Committee; she has
coached numerous youth soccer

teams, been the Treasurer of the
Professional Writers’ Association of Canada, the North Metro
Girls Hockey League and is currently the treasurer for the Red
Barn Theatre Cultural Site Inc.

CCI was there!

The CCI Toronto Chapter has been busy over the last several
months doing outreach within the industry to spread the word about the many benefits of membership, as well as about new initiatives being offered through the Institute.

CAI Conference –
April 17th to April 20th,
San Diego California

CAI Conference – April 17th to April 20th, San Diego California

Photo to follow

CCI Toronto Board members, Brian
Horlick, Mario Deo and Sally Thompson
attended the annual Community AssociaCCI Toronto Board members, Brian Horlick, Mario Deo and Sally Thompson
tion Institute conference (a U.S. based condo association) in San Diego and broughtattended the annual CAI (Community Association Institute) conference in San
back valuable information on condomini-Diego and brought back valuable information on condominiums from an
ums from an international perspective.

international perspective.

Springfest – April 17th
at the Metro Toronto
Convention Centre

Realtor Quest – May 1st and

CCI Toronto Committee Volunteers, Mark
Seenarine and Sue Langlois helped to staff
the CCI Booth and met with many managers and board members who dropped by to
learn more about CCI.

CCI Was There!

The CCI Toronto Chapter has been busy over the last several months doing
outreach within the industry to spread the word about the many benefits of
ndmembership, as well as about new initiatives being offered through the Insti
2 , Toronto Congress Center
Springfest – April 17th at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre

Sally Thompson, Brian Horlick, Janice Schenk, Denise Lash, Mario Deo at the CAI Conference

Realtor Quest
May 1st and 2nd,
Toronto Congress Center
CCI Membership Chair, Vic Persaud, spoke
with several realtors who were interested
in the course and seminar offerings available through CCI.
CCI Membership Chair, Vic Persaud
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Volunteers Mark Seenarine and Sue Langlois

CCI Toronto Committee Volunteers, Mark Seenarine and Sue Langlois helped
staff the CCI Booth and met with many managers and board members who
dropped by the learn more about CCI.

		

CCI Welcomes
New Members
Condominium Corporations		
NSCC # 0076, TSCC # 1799,		
TSCC # 1860, TSCC # 2138,		
TSCC # 2259, TSCC # 2263,		
TSCC # 2292, YRSCC # 1221		
Individual Members		
A. Pridgar		
		
Professional Members		
Philip Aldrich		
LLF Lawyers LLP		
		
Alexe Boghan		
RBA Management Ltd.		
		
Peter Lawless		
LLF Lawyers LLP		
		
Patricia Paz Soldan		
GENIVAR		
		
Karen Tsang		
Heenan Blaikie LLP		
		
Edgar Vargas		
GENIVAR		
		
Paul Yurek		
Icon Property Management Ltd.		
Bruno Zaffino		
New City Property Management Inc.
Sponsor (Trade) Members		
Canadian Restorations GTA		
Mike Haydeman
		
IBX Services
(Canadian Restoration Specialists)		
Ivi Xhelili
		
JBCS Canada Inc. (JB Condo Service)
Luminex Corporation
Liam Ellis
		
Paragon Protection Ltd.		
Mike Fernandes		
		
Soundproof Windows Canada Ltd.
Mike Montecalvo		
		
Stak Fitness Int’l Inc.		
Gloria Doherty		
		
Strategic Property &
Asset Management Inc.		
Nora Rios

THE FUTURE IS
DON’T MISS IT!
PLAN TO ATTEND
THE 17TH ANNUAL
CONDOMINIUM CONFERENCE

NOW
CONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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Your Building.Your Business.
Your Condo Board’s Mandate.
Sub-metering with EnerCare is the smartest solution for all three.
You are always looking for solutions that will save you time, money
and hassles. As the industry leader, EnerCare can design a no capital,
end-to-end solution that will reduce costs and provide greater budget
flexibility for the Condo Board.
Contact us at 416-649-1900 or visit us at EnerCare.ca to
find out how sub-metering can save you time and money.
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CCI Upcoming Events

Mark Your Calendars! CCI Toronto is pleased to announce the
following upcoming events for the fall of 2013.
Visit our website for complete details or to register online!

September/October 2013
Level 101 Course

The Condo Effect

residents prefer
The trend is clear: GTA y neighbourhoods to
ndl
walkable, transit-frie in distant suburbs
ds
large houses and yar

Did you
know??

If you are a CCI Toronto member, you
will automatically receive a copy of
the CondoVoice magazine, mailed
to you, as part of your membership
benefit package.
If you are reading this online (or have
borrowed a copy from someone) and
you would like to begin receiving your
own hard copy of the magazine, just
call us at (416) 491-6216 Ext 112 to
find out how to become a member!
Memberships are available for individual unit owners, for condo corporations, and for professionals and
trades serving the industry.
(see sidebar at right)

Date:
Time:
Location:
Cost:

Saturday September 21st, 2013
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Novotel North York Hotel – 3 Park Home Avenue
$125 for Members, $250 for Non-Members (plus HST)

Level 200 Course
Dates:
Times:
Location:
Cost:

Wednesday September 25th, October 2nd, 9th and 16th, 2013
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. each evening (4 night course)
Novotel North York Hotel – 3 Park Home Avenue
$250 for Members, $350 for Non-Members (plus HST)

November 2013
17th Annual Condominium Conference and Tradeshow
Date:
Location:
See:

Friday November 15th and Saturday November 16th, 2013
Toronto Congress Centre – 650 Dixon Road, Toronto, ON
www.condoconference.ca for details.

Level 102 Course
Date:
Time:
Location:
Cost:

Saturday November 23rd, 2013
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Novotel North York Hotel – 3 Park Home Avenue
$125 for Members, $250 for Non-Members (plus HST)

CCI Membership is offered in four categories….
Individual Unit Owner Membership
Professional Membership
- Secondary Rate for Multiple Professionals from the same firm
Sponsor/Trade Membership
Condominium Corporations
- 1 to 49 Units
- 50 to 150 Units
- 151 to 249 Units
- 250 + Units

$ 80.00 per year
$ 357.50 per year
$ 175.00 per year
$ 357.50 per year
$ 150.00 per year
$ 200.00 per year
$ 300.00 per year
$ 400.00 per year

Visit www.ccitoronto.org to view a full list of membership benefits or to
download a membership application. Consider becoming a member today!
CONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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Condominium Law
Benjamin J. Rutherford
Fine and Deo

Lies, Politics
and Requisitions
When political forces threaten,
the courts can intervene

Lies – how far can you go?
A recent case, York Region Condominium
34
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Corporation No. 860 v. Perper et al. (the
“Perper case”) is instructive: Two unit
owners were requesting other unit owners to sign a requisition for a meeting to
vote on the removal of the board of directors. The requisition, however, contained
a number of statements that were not true
and which the unit owners who drafted
the requisition knew were untrue. For
example, the unit owners asserted that
an operating surplus was gone, but this
was false and they had information that
it was false. They also stated on the requisition that the depletion of the reserve
fund would result in a special assessment
but, again, they had information that the
reserve fund was not depleted and that the
balance was actually greater than what
was needed.

The court declared the requisition invalid
because of the falsehoods. The court ordered that no meeting was to take place
because of the requisition. The court also
ordered that the unit owners who drafted
the requisition could not canvass or solicit
votes for any owners meeting of the condominium up until December 31, 2012.
The court found that to require the condominium corporation to hold a meeting
pursuant to the requisition would violate
the condominium corporation’s right to
require compliance with the Condominium Act. The court found that to permit
a meeting to take place pursuant to the
requisition would irrevocably violate the
condominium’s rights because it would be
an unjustified interference in the demo-

ILLUSTRATION BY CLAYTON HANMER

Condominiums are political. The governance of a condominium corporation is
democratic. Unit owners elect a board
of directors to manage the affairs of the
condominium corporation on their behalf.
But the expectations of all stakeholders
in a condominium corporation – directors, owners, tenants, and mortgagees, to
name some – are defined by the Condominium Act, and the declaration, by-laws
and rules. Where the political forces in
a condominium corporation threaten to
overpower the expectations of the stakeholders; where political forces threaten
to destabilize the common enterprise, the
courts can intervene.

cratic processes of the condominium corporation because the board of directors
would have to face possible removal on
the basis of lies.
The condominium corporation is a
special entity in law
But why should such relief have been
given to the condominium in the Perper
case? No doubt there are many which
would consider the democratic process
one which, by its nature, is fraught with
lies, misrepresentations, baseless mudslinging, manipulation of figures and facts,
and empty promises. Municipal, provincial and federal elections are mazes which
we are left to navigate on our own without
the intervention of the court; we are left
to make decisions that impact our futures,
and those decisions sometimes come down
to what we believe and who we chose to
trust. So why should the owners of the
condominium in the Perper case be treated
differently? Why not just have a meeting
and leave the owners to determine credibility on their own?

of a condominium corporation from
an elected board of directors when the
condominium corporation is no longer
functioning. There is no such relief on
a municipal, provincial or federal level.
And that is because in order to operate
the integrity of the scheme of a condominium corporation must be preserved,
and the court must be, and is, available to
intervene when necessary to protect the
scheme from being corroded.

Also, in condominiums, there is the availability of a court-ordered “oppression”
remedy. An “oppression remedy” is an
order of the court to bring balance back
to a situation that has tilted so far in favour of one side that the other side is being unfairly prejudiced or disregarded.
An oppression remedy can be ordered to
protect a minority from the actions of a
majority, even if the actions of the majority are, on their face, legal.

The answer must be that the condominium corporation was entitled to such
relief because it was a condominium
corporation.
Condominiums are a unique way of holding land. Their continued, successful operation is dependent on all parties fulfilling the reciprocal rights and duties that
are mandated by the Condominium Act,
and the declaration, by-laws and rules.
When a person buys into a condominium
they are presumed to understand the reciprocal rights and duties and to abide by
them. A unit owner’s expectations about
what he or she can or cannot do, or what
others can and cannot do, are defined by
the Condominium Act, and the declaration, by-laws and rules.
Regardless of what happens in the world
outside of condominiums what happens
inside a condominium cannot upset the
scheme and operation of the condominium corporation. And there are various
aspects of the Condominium Act which
ensure this beyond the ordinary compliance provisions.
An administrator can be appointed by
the court to take over the governance
CONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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In other words, condominium owners
are not left to navigate the political maze
alone when dishonest politics threaten
the integrity of the scheme of the condominium.
Respecting the special power of
condominium requisitions
A requisition for a vote to remove a board
of directors has the potential to trigger
a meeting and vote that would not otherwise have happened. This is different
than a candidate for political office making representations to the public in for
a bid for election in an election that has
already been called pursuant to law and
proper democratic process. This is why
the court recognized in the Perper case
that a requisition for a meeting based on
lies was an improper interference with
the democratic processes of a condominium corporation. And this is consistent
with the expectations of condominium
owners: why should a board of directors
that was properly and legally elected be
exposed to the possibility of removal
because someone spread lies around the

The answer
must be that the
condominium
corporation
was entitled
to such relief
because it was
a condominium
corporation

condominium? If an election is properly
called a certain amount of puffery and,
perhaps, mudslinging, may be tolerated,
but owners expect that the provisions
of the Condominium Act and the processes it cannot be taken advantage of
by people who are lying.
Ultimately, costs were awarded in the
Perper case against the unit owners who
drafted the requisition. Because the application was brought under section 134 of
the Condominium Act, the condominium
corporation will look to the unit owners
who lost the case for 100% of the legal
costs. Costs were awarded but no damages. Damages are different than costs: damages are awarded to compensate a party
for a loss suffered, while costs are awarded
to compensate a party for the legal fees it
spent in bringing something to court.
No damages were awarded in the Perper
because none were claimed. And rightly
so: damages were not appropriate in the
case. Any damages probably would have
had to have been based on defamation

At Maple Ridge Community Management we never forget that
the communities we manage are places people call home, and
the service we have the honour of providing directly impacts
their quality of life and the appreciation of their property values.

• ESTABLISHED 1984

• ACMO 2000 CERTIFIED

• INDUSTRY LEADERS

5753 COOPERS AVENUE, MISSISSAUGA, ON L4Z 1R9 T 905-507-6726 1-855-507-6726 F 905-507-6722 W MRCM.CA
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but only token damages are awarded
for defamation absent actual evidence
of economic loss due to the defamation.
So, for example, if someone lost their job
because someone else told that person’s
boss they were a liar, the person who lost
the job could sue the other person. If the
person who sued won the case they would
be entitled to a token amount to compensate for the defamation plus some missed
salary if they were not able to secure another job quickly. In the Perper case, any
quantifiable “damages” the condominium
corporation suffered were legal costs, and
the condominium will be entitled to collect those.
Comments made in good faith
are ok (Defamation, politics and
condominiums)
The Perper was not a defamation case. The
immediate wrong to be addressed was the
interference in the democratic processes
by a requisition based on falsehoods.
Swan v. Goan (the “Goan case”) is a defamation case. It is also a case based on

statements made in a requisition. It is also
instructive as to the interplay between
politics in a condominium corporation and
court intervention.

Condominium
owners are not
left to navigate
the political
maze alone when
dishonest politics
threaten the
integrity of the
scheme of the
condominium

In the Goan case, Goan (a director herself) brought a requisition in which she
sought to remove the president of the
board. The reason for the removal as
stated on the requisition was that the
president, Swan, had failed to act honestly and in good faith and had failed to
exercise the care, diligence and skill that
a reasonably prudent person would exercise in the circumstances. Swan sued
Goan for defamation. Swan lost. Swan
lost in the small claims court where he
commenced his action, and he lost on
appeal. On appeal, the court found that
whereas the words themselves may be
defamatory in that a reasonable unit
owner hearing them would conclude
that Swan was dishonest, etc., Goan
made out the defence of justification,
the defence of fair comment on a matter of public interest, and the defence of
qualified privilege.

CONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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SUMMA PROPERTY MANAGEMENT INC.
PROFESSIONAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT & CONSULTING

“Your condominium deserves
personal attention and service.”
In the Property Management Industry Since 1984
We provide Professional Condominium
Property Management with attention to detail.
Expect Superior Service and a commitment to
quality property management.
At Summa we take pride in managing your
property.
Having issues or questions about property
management?
www.askapropertymanager.net
647-341-7990
propman@summapm.com
www.summapm.com

When experience and quality counts!
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The defence of justification is that the
words complained of are true. The court
found that Swan had done things outside
of his jurisdiction as president including
(but not limited to): purporting to terminate management without authority
from the board; suing the condominium
corporation and accepting service of the
claim on behalf of the condominium corporation (even though he was the plaintiff) and then advising the condominium
corporation they were out of time to
deliver a defence, and; attaching a satellite dish to his unit without the required
board approval, and refusing to take it
down. Therefore, the court found that
Swan did not act honestly or in good faith
and failed to exercise the care, diligence
and skill that a reasonably prudent person would exercise in the circumstances.
A defence of fair comment is made out
when it can be shown that comments were
made with an honest belief in their truth
and made on a matter of public importance. The comments must not be put forward as statements of fact. In this case, the

court found that Goan had made out this
defence, too. The most interesting thing
about the fact that this defence was available to Goan is that this defence generally
arises in matters of general importance to
the general public. Here, the court recognized that comments about a condominium director made only within the condominium community (Goan’s comments
on the requisition were not published
outside of the condominium community)
were a matter of “public importance.” In
other words, the condominium community was the “public.”
Goan was also successful in a defence of
qualified privilege. A defence of qualified
privilege is made out where the defamatory comments are made to discharge a
duty or legal obligation. Again, this is
significant: while the court found the
words were defamatory in themselves,
Goan was insulated because the court
agreed she made the comments out of
concern for the affairs of the condominium corporation and that it not continue
to be mismanaged by Swan.

Fair politics vs. bad faith politics
As seen in the Goan case, the court will
protect honest, good faith politics in a
condominium corporation and, as in the
Perper case, it will prevent dishonest,
bad faith politics from destabilizing the
condominium corporation.
Condominium corporations are small
communities and, in many ways, have aspects of municipal, provincial and federal
governments. But condominiums are
also corporations. Condominium corporations are vehicles for investment (and,
most often, the single, most important
investment a person will make: namely,
their home). The Condominium Act is
widely recognized as consumer protection legislation. So what goes for politicians in the non-condominium world
does not go for politicians in a condominium corporation. The courts will not
permit the investments of unit owners
to be jeopardized by political forces that
seek to take advantage of the Condominium Act, and the declaration, by-laws and
rules, or to act contrary to them. C V

Your Pinhole Leak Specialists!
• Over 40 years of trusted technology

backed by licensed professionals
• Over 1 million feet of domestic hot water risers restored
• Offering 24-hour emergency plumbing services
• Dedicated to the high-rise industry
• Avoid the costs and messes that come with re-pipe projects
• Enhance the efficiency of your HVAC system

T 905•760 •0167 W www.cpltech.com E info@cpltech.com

MEMBER
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Repairs and Renos
Bob Belanger
M.B.A., P. Eng. CEM

Its Raining
in the
Corridor
Over time leaks can develop
in buildings that have copper
pipe recirculation systems

What is a recirculation system?
To save energy and conserve water, the
current Ontario Building Code mandates a
method is required to maintain the temperature in hot water mains in buildings over
four storeys in height or buildings with
long lengths of piping. A recirculation system is one common method of achieving
this requirement. Buildings with this type
of system would normally include those
used for multi-unit residential, commercial, and institutional purposes.
Hot water users want to have hot water
at the tap in a reasonable amount of time.
In a building with a central hot water system, there could be a substantial time lag
40
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between turning on a tap and hot water
coming out of it since the water in the piping between the tap and the source of hot
water cools over time. Users will typically
run the hot water tap until the water heats.
This wastes water.
It is common to install additional pipes and
pumps in a building to ensure that hot water in the main pipes that serve individual
outlets such as sinks and showers stay hot
all of the time. A “recirc.” pump or pumps
constantly move hot water from the hot
water source throughout the building so
that hot water is available within a reasonable time and at an adequate temperature
when desired at each and every outlet.
Why do pipes leak?
There may be many reasons and combinations thereof as to why leaks develop. In
this example, the focus will be on erosion

of copper pipe material.
With reference to information from the
Canadian Copper and Brass Development
Association primary reasons for erosion of
copper pipes may be:
• Excessive water velocity
• Water turbulence causing erosion
Obstructions such as solder burrs left
inside pipe and excessive directional
changes over a short distance can cause
pipe erosion at or near pipe connections.
Excessive water velocity can result from
pipes being too small for flow demands.
Case Study
A recent case study was undertaken to
evaluate causes of multiple hot water system copper pipe leaks that had occurred
and continued to occur on certain floors in a
high rise residential condominium building.

ILLUSTRATION BY MIKE CHERKAS

Over time leaks can develop and may lead
to insurance claims in buildings that have
hot or cold water copper pipe recirculation
systems.

The installed system was reviewed and
analysed in detail including piping sizes,
pipe routing, recirculation pumps sizing
and water flow demands both for the hot
water recirculation system and for projected normal use by the suites served by
the main pipes.
Generally, it was discovered that the
recirculation pumps were oversized for
the flows required to keep the pipes hot.
Pipe flows were not well balanced so that
some piping had excessive velocities. In
addition, when re-circulated water was
combined with peak use flow demands,
flow velocities were well above recommended levels. Over time (in this case
over a period of 20 years) multiple leaks
occurred due to excessive velocity erosion of pipes
The remedies that were decided upon to
alleviate issues included:
• increasing the diameter of certain
pipes,
• replacing recirculation pumps with
pumps having lower flow volumes

Hot water users
want to have hot
water at the tap
in a reasonable
amount of time.
In a building with a
central hot water
system, there could
be a substantial
time lag.
• adding water balancing valves to the
piping system to ensure that pipe flows
were evenly distributed and recommended pipe velocities would not be
exceeded anywhere in the piping system, and
• pipe flows in the whole of the building

were reviewed to ensure all piping was
well within recommended velocities.
Lessons Learned
When leaks occur in any piping system,
not just copper systems, one should not
only repair the leak but attempt to determine the root cause at the first appearance
of a problem. In this example, a number
of years of minor leaks and resulting inconvenience, damage, and damage repairs
could have been prevented.
For copper hot water systems up to temperatures of 60C (140F), ensure that peak water flow velocities are below 1.5 meters per
second (5 feet per second) and ideally under
0.9 meters per second (3 feet per second).
With the trend of substantially larger
single family residential homes, the risk
of pipe erosion could also occur since a hot
water recirculation system may be a Code
requirement or a desirable feature.
So if it is raining inside, be sure to look past
the rain and find the cause of the storm
before you end up in a puddle! C V
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Board Meetings
Odysseas Papadimitriou
Miller Thomson LLP

Keep it
Short and
Simple

With the exception of a relatively few
commercial condominiums, most condominium corporations are residential communities. It is therefore not surprising that
in attempting to enhance the sense of community some administrative formalities of
operating a corporation are sometimes
relaxed. Some aspects of corporate administration however cannot be ignored.
One such requirement is the obligation,
set out in section 55 of the Condominium
Act, 1998 (the “Act”), to maintain adequate
minutes of all board meetings and owners’
meetings.
The purpose of meeting minutes is twofold: to inform and to protect. Meeting
minutes should provide a concise and accurate record of the deliberations at the
meeting, without creating undue liability
for the corporation or its directors. If a decision of the board is challenged in litigation, meeting minutes will be among the
first documents that all parties will request
42
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and will be given more weight than what
any particular individual recalls as happening at a meeting. A court will consider
meeting minutes in determining whether
the directors exercised their duties to act
diligently, in good faith and in the best interests of the condominium corporation.
What goes in the minutes?
Meeting minutes are a record of what was
done at the meeting, not what was said.
The minutes should emphasise the process
of decision-making and concisely reflect
the specific motions and resolutions adopted at the meeting. Although some context regarding the deliberations may be
necessary, extraneous information should
be excluded.
Minutes should be taken in plain English
and using a standard format, with numbered sections and paragraphs coinciding
with those of the meeting agenda. The requirements for meeting minutes are often

set out in a condominium corporation’s
general operating by-law and should include:
(a) the name and type of meeting (i.e.
regular board meeting, annual general
meeting or a special meeting of the
owners);
(b) the date, time and place of the meeting;
(c) confirmation that the meeting was duly
called. If it is a meeting of the owners, a
copy of the notice of meeting should be
attached to the minutes;
(d) the names of the board members in
attendance and those absent from the
meeting, as well as any guests invited
to the meeting by the board;
(e) confirmation that there was quorum;
(f) the identity of the chairperson and the
recording secretary of the meeting;
(g) review and approval of the minutes of
the previous meeting. Any changes to
the previous meeting minutes should
be noted and corrected in the current
minutes;

ILLUSTRATION BY OTTO STEININGER

Timely advice on best
practices for condominium
minutes and how to
run a successful meeting

(h) the disposition of each agenda item including the names of the moving and
seconding parties and the outcome of
any vote. Any reports or agreements
may be appended to the minutes, but
caution should be exercised to avoid
appending reports or agreements that
should be treated as confidential;
(i) the disposition of every other motion
made at the meeting. The minutes
should record the exact wording of the
motion, the names of the moving and
seconding parties, and the outcome of
the vote;
(j) items for follow-up, including the timeframe and name of the board member
assigned responsibility for following up
and reporting to the board;
(k) the time of termination or adjournment
of the meeting; and
(l) The secretary’s signature once the minutes have been approved.
For minutes of board meetings, who or
how a board member voted on a particular
decision is generally not required. It is suffice to state that “the directors adopted the
following resolutions” or “the directors decided to decline the following resolutions”.
However, if a board member has a financial
or personal interest in a matter being considered, the board member must disclose
his or her interest and abstain from discussions or voting on the matter. The minutes
should reflect that the member abstained,
but they should not disclose the underlying particular financial or personal inter-

Meeting minutes
are a record of
what was done at
the meeting, not
what was said
est. Similarly, if the board has relied on a
report or opinion in making a decision, the
date and title of the document should be
reflected in the minutes. This may be important in establishing that the board has
satisfied its statutory obligations and may
permit the board to rely on section 37(3) of
the Act (good faith reliance on the report
of a professional) in the event that its decision is challenged.
Some boards may opt to include additional
items. For example, a summary of a discussion can give a more complete picture of
the meeting. This can be helpful to board
members or owners who could not attend
the meeting and those looking back at the
historical record of the corporation. If a
summary is included in the minutes, it
should be brief, balanced and include only
the major viewpoints, not a verbatim transcript of the discussion.

What stays out?
As important as what should be in the minutes is what should not be in the minutes.
The minutes are a factual record of business. They should not be a verbatim transcript of discussion. Emotion, prolonged
back and forth statements between members, and personal views should not be reflected in meeting minutes. For example,
statements like “a well done report” or “a
heated discussion” should not be reflected
in the minutes. Extended rehashing of
agreements or reports considered at the
meeting should be avoided, particularly if
they are confidential.
Criticism or accolades should also be excluded from the minutes. Critiques of board
members or owners, whether good or bad,
should not be included unless it takes the
form of an official resolution or motion.
Expressions of appreciation should only
be included if there was a clear consensus
of meeting participants. For example, an
owner’s statement commending the efforts
of the board should be captured in the minutes only if there was clear consensus of
the owners, such as applause by a majority
of the owners present at the meeting.
If the condominium corporation’s legal
counsel is present at the meeting, any discussion relating to ligation matters, legal
rights or obligations of the condominium
corporation should be treated as privileged
and should not be reflected in the minutes.
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The chair should advise the recording secretary to stop recording the minutes and
that portion of the minutes should state
that confidential and/or legal advice was
discussed. The following simple sentence
will suffice: “the board participated in a
privileged discussion on the subject matter with legal counsel”. Similarly, sensitive
and/or confidential information should be
excluded from meeting minutes. Disclosing legal advice or sensitive documents
may result in the loss of privilege and may
give rise to possible claims against the condominium corporation.
If deemed necessary by the board, a sepa-

rate privileged memo can be prepared of
any discussion with its legal counsel. The
memorandum should be marked as “privileged and confidential” and will not be incorporated into the minutes. This method
still makes the information discussed available for limited review, but remains subject
to solicitor-client privilege. Alternatively,
the board can discuss the privileged information in an in camera session.
In the context of board meetings, “in camera” means an “in private” session, i.e. a
meeting, or portion of a meeting, where
one or more of the people normally in attendance are excused. In camera sessions

are most commonly used where a board
member has a financial or personal interest in the matter to be discussed. The
conflicted board member is “recused” from
participation in the discussion or decision
on the grounds that he or she cannot objectively discuss the matter. In camera sessions may also be held to discuss sensitive
or confidential information, such as litigation, employee maters, and management
performance.
To encourage a free and open discussion
among the participants, which is often
critical, in camera sessions should not be
described in the regular meeting minutes.

This is a Simple Business

Communication 101 for successful board meetings!!
By Scott Newhouse, Harmony Management
Having spent many years either personally conducting board meetings, working with managers who conduct board meetings, or with senior
staff who train managers on conducting board
meetings, I have found the same obstacles at
all levels and hear the same complaints from
Boards about their managers.

The great news is
that there is a simple
solution called
Communication
As with all aspects of condominium management,
Communication is the key contributor to a manager’s success. A manager may not be strong in
all areas of property management, however if they
communicate effectively with their stakeholders
then most issues can be easily worked through.
The number one complaint I have received over
my past 15 years in the industry, is “managers are
not quick to respond and don’t provide clear and
concise information”.
Having said this, if you want to have a stronger and more productive meeting with your
board, then focus on basic communication.
Stronger communication for a board meeting, will be preparation, proactive readiness,
44
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presentation, and delivery.
Preparation
I recommend you prepare the full board package in advance and review it for errors and typos
well in advance of sending to the board. I have
always used the 2 day rule, prepare on one day,
put it down, and then review the next day (with
a fresh mind). The full board package should
include an agenda, a financial statement with
variance report, a detailed PM report with recommendations on all open items, attachment of
any quotes and quote summaries for discussion,
and attachments of any other item that may
take time for a board member to digest. My
“preparation” rule is, if a board member could
not attend the meeting, would they be able to
provide sound decisions based on just reading
the board package. If yes, then the package is
complete, if no, then you need to provide more
detailed information.
Proactive readiness
When I review my board packages, I always ask
myself, if I was a board member, what questions would I ask the manager from this report.
Normally I come up with a few key questions,
and then I prepare to answer these (ie. Either
bring supporting documents, follow up with a
contractor in advance, speak with a home owner
etc..). You would be amazed at how many times
the board members ask the very questions you
thought of. You will be further amazed at how

impressed they are when you know the answers
whey they ask them.
Presentation
Again, the packages need to be free of any errors or typos. Nothing causes a board to lose
confidence faster than when a management
report has errors in it. The package should be
sent to the board at least 5 days in advance
and in the format they want (I always ask if
they want it by email or hard copy). At the time
of the meeting, get there 15 minutes early, and
prepare for the meeting (ie. Have copies of all
items for the board, have a minute taker present, have some light refreshments etc..)
Delivery
Come the time of the meeting, the Board will
likely have already reviewed the package and
likely already has decisions or comments on
all your open items (assuming you were clear
in the PM report and provided the correct
detail). Then just go through each item and
present the general issue and provide your
recommendation (which should be included
in the PM report). If the Board has reviewed
it prior to the meeting, you have provided the
correct information in the report, prepared
in advance for any possible questions, and
provided the board with all necessary documents to make a decision, then your meeting
will run smoothly and efficiently and will be
met with clear decisions C V

However, on occasion it may be necessary
to record the discussions and/or decisions from an in camera session. If this is
the case, the minutes of the in camera session are read and approved only by those
members attending the in camera session. Once approved, the minutes of the
in camera session should be kept separate
from the regular minutes and marked as
“privileged and confidential”. In the author’s view, it is always prudent for the
regular minutes to reflect only the result
of any decision made at an in camera session. For example, if it was determined, in
an in camera session, that board member
John Smith breached the director’s code
of ethics, the following sentence may be
added to the regular minutes of meeting:
“pursuant to an in camera session, a majority of the board determined that John
Smith has breached the director’s code
of ethics”.

ing on whether they relate to a meeting of
the board or a meeting of the owners), the
secretary should sign the minutes and add
them to the condominium corporation’s
minute book.
The minutes of a meeting are the official
record of that meeting and should be the
exclusive recording of the meeting. As a
general rule, board members’ personal
notes should be destroyed after satisfying
themselves that the minutes accurately
reflect the proceedings at the meeting.
However, if there is the prospect of litigation involving the condominium corpo-

ration, caution needs to be exercised in
destroying any notes, as a court may infer
that there is something to hide.
Once certified to be true by the secretary,
minutes constitute prima facie evidence of
the facts stated and, therefore, all actions
recited as having been taken and all elections and appointments are deemed valid
until proven otherwise. Further, a person
who acts in reliance on certified minutes is
deemed to have acted in good faith, regardless of whether the minutes’ recital turns
out to be accurate. Ensuring the accuracy
of the minutes is critical. C V

Who should take Minutes?
For many condominium corporations,
budgetary constraints may not permit for
a professional minute taker for all board
meetings. Nevertheless, the value of an
experienced and impartial minute taker
cannot be overstated. At the very least, a
professional minute taker should be present for all owners meetings, as well as any
board meetings where important or contentious issues are on the agenda.
Reviewing Meeting Minutes
Drafts of the minutes should be circulated
to directors for review as promptly as possible after the meeting. The best practice
is to circulate initial draft minutes to board
members promptly after a meeting, but
prior to sending out board materials for
the next meeting, and, after receiving any
comments from the directors, including
the “official” draft minutes with the materials for the next meeting.
In addition to confirming that all of the
formal requirements are reflected in the
minutes, members should consider whether there are any factual inaccuracies or
misstatements. Always double check that
references to specific dates are accurate,
statements are properly attributed to specific members, and all votes, motions, and
resolutions are properly captured in the
minutes. After the minutes are approved by
a vote of the board or the owners (dependCONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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Condo of the Year Quarterfinalist
By James M. Russell

The Secret Garden

Shhhhhh! Promise not to tell
anyone but Camargue II (MTCC#624)
is the GTA’s best kept secret

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RON JOCSAK

Hiding behind a gentle knoll, Camargue II with its beautifully conceived lobby, palatial
grounds decorated with more than thirty hanging planters, each with flowers and
greenery flowing out like a gentle waterfall, and a lofty passerelle that connects the twin
towers; Camargue II may be hard to see from the road but it is impossible not to love.
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From left to right:
Geoff Cox, Vice President and Treasurer; Krista Kingsley, Secretary; Roger Scraggs, Director of Special Projects;
Mariana Weinrich, Property Manager; Colin May, Director of Security; Carolann MacGregor, President; Debbie Lord, Officer.

“I drove past here for 20 years and never noticed the two buildings,” says Board President Carolann MacGregor, who once lived
in Pickering, “That is until I began shopping for a condominium and my real estate
agent showed me Camargue II.” But it was
not just the salt-water pool, sun deck, saunas, free Bell Express and HD PVR, around
the clock security, well-equipped gym, and
tennis court that caught Carolann’s attention, it was the proximity to family and the
fact that the 401 onramp is seconds away, a
huge plus for someone like Carolann, whose
job requires extensive travel.

Pool and other perks:
Completed in 1983, by West Hill Redevelopment Company, who also built Camargue I
(at Kennedy and Sheppard), Camargue II
consists of 437 units in two twelve storey
towers connected by the glass enclosed
passerelle. It sits on ten acres of what used
to be bountiful farmland but is now a great
swath of detached and semi-detached homes.
Drawing its name from The Camargue
(pronounced “Kam – aarg”) a region in the
south of France and home to the famous
Camarguais breed of grey horses, Scarbor-

ough’s Camargue II sits on the east flank
of Scarborough and is instead famous for
its elegant grounds and skilful governance.
Leadership:
Between 2005 and 2012, Camargue II completed almost $10 million of fully-funded
major upgrades and scheduled replacements adding an additional $21,500 to each
suite’s value. “We never have had a special
assessment,” says Board Vice-President
and Treasurer Goeff Cox with pride then
adds “There are no outstanding loans on
– Continued on page 50
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A majority of the residents
are retirees, a demographic
that especially appreciates
the high level of security
provided by the board

Above: Roger Scraggsand his wife Gillian have been
residents for 27 years
Below: Geoff Cox and his wife, Margaret
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Peter Belby and his wife, Kristen have lovingly tended the grounds for thirty years
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Condo of the Year Quarterfinalist
Continued from page 48
the property and we have not seen an increase in our maintenance fee, $0.53 per sq
ft., for the past two years.”
Usually the success of a condominium’s
board can be attributed to the extraordinary efforts of two or three individuals but
in the case of Camargue II’s six member
board each member seems like-minded in
their devotion to constant improvement

and fiscal responsibility. Although, according to Board Member Roger Scraggs, the
lion’s share of the credit for keeping expenses
low goes to Goeff, their ever vigilant and
frugal Treasurer.
Management and staff:
Camargue II has two Superintendents –
well, three really - Marian, who is responsible for maintenance, and the wife/husband
team of Grace and Mike who, along with
the contracted cleaning staff, ensure that
Camargue II remains pristine. Grace and

Mike have been with Camargue II for more
than seventeen years.
“Mariam, Grace, and Mike do an amazing
job,” says Mariana Weinerich, Camargue
II’s Property Manager. A Mechanical Engineer for eighteen years in her native Romania, Mariana switched careers to Property
Management when she was unable to find
work in her profession because, despite her
Masters Degree and nearly two decades of
practical knowledge, prospective employers
in her adopted country refused to hire her
because she lacked ‘Canadian experience’.
However, the engineering profession’s loss
was Camargue II’s gain because Mariana’s
engineering background has been a huge
benefit to the Board. “Her intimate understanding of engineering-related issues helps
the Board draft tenders, monitor contractor
performance, and assess completed work.”
Says Carolann. “Marianna and NewtonTrelawney (the management company)
have been terrific.”
Accomplishments and recognition
In 1982, even before construction was completed, the City of Scarborough bestowed
on Camargue II an Urban Design Award,
which, according to the City’s website, acknowledges “the significant contribution
that architects, landscape architects, urban
designers, artists, design students, and city
builders make to the look and liveability of
our city. The Awards competition offers the
opportunity to receive city-wide recognition from a jury of urban visionaries.”
Eighteen years later, Camargue II won the
City of Toronto’s Trillium Garden Award
(District of Scarborough) a prestigious
distinction that recognises residential and
commercial front gardens for their contribution to the beautification of the city
through the use of creative landscaping,
colourful annual and perennial planting
and well-kept grounds. Much of the credit
for receiving the Trillium Garden Award
goes to Peter Belby, who has been lovingly
tending the grounds since Camargue II’s
birth some thirty years ago. “He keeps the
grounds looking like a park,” says Roger
who adds, “We have our own oasis of calm
and quiet.” Peter also removes snow, paves,
and hauls the building’s barbeque out in the
spring and puts it back to bed in the fall. But
of course a great condominium is more than
lovely tulips and turf.
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Culture and community
“We have a great sense of community,” says
Geoff who adds, “And that ‘community’
is just one of the factors that leads many
residents, who started as renters, to then
purchase units.” Former renters like Debbie Lord, who was recently elected to the
Board, “I moved here from a townhouse in
Oshawa and started off renting but after four
years I had finally saved up enough money
to buy. Unfortunately, at that time, there was
nothing available in either of the Camargue
buildings that fit my budget so I started
looking further a field. Then suddenly a unit
came up for sale at Camargue II - I loved it
the instant I saw it – the view, the layout, the
price - so I bought it!”
Board Member Roger Scraggs is a bit more
pragmatic, perhaps because he makes his living as a real estate agent, when he lists his
reasons for buying a condominium in Camargue II, “Good value! Great location! Well
managed!”
Originally an ‘adults only’ building, until
the Ontario government forbid the policy
in 1995, Camargue II’s residents now represent a wide spectrum of ages, although a
majority of the residents are retirees, a demographic that especially appreciates the
high level of security provided by the Board.
“We are constantly upgrading our systems,”
says Board Member Colin May. Presently
the two buildings have 40 cameras installed
throughout – including cameras in the pool
area and gym. “And we are planning to install more,” adds Geoff who recently bought
a second condominium in the building for his
father-in-law.
The building’s wide range of activities are
organised and run by a myriad of resident
volunteers. Weekly events such as bingo,
euchre, darts, bridge, and yearly gatherings
around special dates like Valentine’s Day, St.
Patrick’s Day, and Remembrance Day are
always well attended, as are the daily soap
opera and sports viewings, and monthly pub
nights, book club, and board game nights.
Camargue II’s monthly, six-page newsletter, HAPPENINGS, is full of announcements, tips, renovation updates, and recent
MLS listings. Carolann skilfully helms the
newsletter with residents, Board members, and management each contributing
– Continued on page 53
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Continued from page 59
content. The HAPPENINGS newsletter
is also posted to Camargue II’s website
(www.condosondeanpark.ca) which is
popular with residents, real estate agents
and anyone wanting to know more about
the condominium.
Renovations and repairs
Since 2005, the Board has successfully completed a host of projects, some of which include:
• 2005 - New high efficiency chiller and
cooling tower (for air conditioning)
• 2005 - New glycol system for the airmakeup units (supplies air for the building corridors)
• 2007 - Underground parking CO monitoring system (for efficient ventilation
fan utilization)
• 2006 - Refurbishment of underground
roof slab and above ground parking lot
• 2008 - New high efficiency boilers (2 of
the 4 heating boilers & 2 of the 4 domestic hot water boilers

• 2008 - Building automation system
(monitors and controls site mechanical equipment)
• 2008 - New broadloom throughout all
common areas
• 2010/2011 - Window/sliding door, balcony railing replacement
• 2012 - Elevator refurbishment & new
generators
Greening initatives:
Camargue II has also completed extensive
energy saving upgrades to the common
area lighting, the sprinkler systems monitoring gauge, and installed CO sensors in
the underground parking garage to reduce
fan and energy use.
In 2009, all 437 units were hooked up to
Smart Meters, which has resulted in not only
a substantial reduction in hydro use but also
increased resident’s awareness of the need for
energy conservation.
Just recently, Toronto chose Camargue II
to participate in the city’s pilot for green
bin recycling. The project was embraced by

residents and although the building’s chute
system could not be retrofitted to accommodate a dedicated chute for green waste, the
Board and management worked out a process
that made it easier for residents to access the
green bins at the rear of the building.
The Board and Management have also been
spectacularly successful in their efforts to
separate their recyclables resulting a weekly
output of sixteen bins a week.
The future
The Board is about to begin a refurbishment
of the lobby and hallways, which is budgeted
to cost $750,000 and will be completed later
this year. After mentioning the upcoming
lobby renovation, Colin, who moved into the
building twelve years ago, smiled and added,
“After the last of my kids moved out of our
four bedroom house in Pickering my wife Stasia and I realised that it was time to downsize
but she was emphatic when she said … but
I’m not living in a box! Yet the moment she
stepped into the Camague II lobby she turned
and said to me I could live here!”
For Colin and Stasia the secret was out. C V
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Timely ideas, insight, inspiration
and information of particular
interest to condominium owners

The Toronto Condo Phenomenon
But change comes hard, especially in a community growing so fast it can barely keep
up with itself. We shouldn’t forget, however, that the condo is just another symptom, albeit one that’s hardest to ignore, of
a wave of urbanism now sweeping across
the globe. For the first time in human history, more people live in cities than don’t.
Though most of this urban migration is occurring in Asia and south-Saharan Africa,
North American cities are feeling the same
pressures.
In Toronto, the shift was precipitated by
ever longer commute times, gas prices,
54
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parking costs and growing demand for the
multifold offerings of the city. But the condo
phenomenon now unfolding here points to
more than the bottom line, as important
as that most assuredly is. Indeed, there are
signs that the rush to suburbia that has been
in full swing since the end of World War
II has peaked. Certainly, sprawl continues, nearly unabated. Yet at the same time,
people, many of them young and upwardly
mobile, are choosing to live downtown.

1972 and 1992, are decreasing. The North
American tradition of getting a driver’s
license the day you turn 16 (now 18) no
longer pertains. For many of these young
Torontonians, mobility increasingly takes
the form of a smart phone and various social
media. Besides, they live close to where they
work and prefer to walk, cycle or take public
transit. In some countries, more bikes were
sold than cars for the first time since the
early 1950s.

The implications are huge. For one thing,
rates of car ownership among the so-called
Echo Generation, those born between

In Toronto, what makes that possible, of
course, is the condo. Whatever its disadvantages may be, the condo has the great

PHOTOGRAPH BY JEFF KIRK

No place in the world has benefitted more from the condo than Toronto. Despite the complaints,
condos have brought this city into the 21st century and enabled it to achieve the critical mass of
population and wealth, demand and desire needed to fulfill its urban potential. By Christopher Hume

“GTA residents
prefer walkable,
transit-friendly
neighbourhoods
to large houses
and yards in
distant suburbs
that require a car
to get to most
destinations.”

advantage of bringing tens of thousands of
new residents into the city.
Any number of studies has confirmed this
trend. One, released by the Pembina Institute and the Royal Bank of Canada in 2012,
laid out the situation in simple terms:
“Not accounting for cost,” the report noted,
“GTA residents prefer walkable, transitfriendly neighbourhoods to large houses
and yards in distant suburbs that require a
car to get to most destinations.”
As the document made clear, attitudes are
changing:
“The survey results show that commute
time is important. Residents identified a
shorter commute to work as one of the top
three most important considerations when
choosing a home. Most respondents prefer
a location with a commute of less than 30
minutes, even if it means living in a modestsized home. Almost as many would choose
a more suburban location with a commute
longer than 30 minutes, but only if the community was mixed-use and walkable, and

rapid transit to work such as a GO Train
was available. These respondents would
live in a house on a modest-sized lot, condo
or townhouse to enjoy these attributes.”
In fact, the number of car-kilometres we
travel peaked between 2004 and 2006 and
has now started to decline. During the same
period, transit usage among 16- to 34-yearolds doubled. In an effort to attract and retain bright young workers, businesses are
relocating downtown. Since 2009, 4.7 million square feet of office space has been constructed in the city, compared to 3.9 million
in suburbia, thus reversing a long-standing
trend.
The findings don’t bode as well for the suburbs as they do the city. Given that the forces at play will only grow more pronounced
in the years ahead, the demand for condos
can be expected to remain strong for the
foreseeable future. That’s not to say the torrid investor-fuelled market of recent years
will continue. Already federal rule changes
have slowed that aspect of the industry, but
Torontonians won’t be abandoning their
condos any time soon.
On the other hand, if and when developers re-engage with users – those who actually inhabit their glass towers – they might
learn a thing or two about what the market
really wants: larger units, family amenities,
better construction and so on.
The tiny 300 to 600 square foot units that
developers favour are fine for young singles,
but once those singles pair off and mate,
they need more room. Though many would
rather raise their kids downtown, that’s
when they move to the suburbs.
At the same time, the number of condo
buildings with families can be surprising;
one building, at Yonge and the Esplanade,
has no fewer than 40 families with children
living in it. So far, they remain the exception.
Still, the figures tell a dramatic story of
epochal demographic change. Since 2000,
50,000 condo units have been built, sold and
occupied south of Bloor St. Another 90,000
are in the works.

transit, cannot keep up with demand. A system designed for a population of 1.5 million
must now cope with almost three million.
And by 2025, the population of the Greater
Toronto Area is expected to hit 7.5 million.
Regardless, more towers are under construction in Toronto than any other city
in North America. With more than 130
projects in the ground, we are well ahead
of the next two: Mexico City (88) and New
York City (86).
Though developers are often accused of
being insensitive to context, condo architecture has improved noticeably in the last
decade. Some of the most acclaimed architects in the world -- Frank Gehry, Moshe
Safdie and Daniel Libeskind included – have
designed condos in Toronto, a sure sign of
the market’s growing sophistication.
In the heat of the moment, it’s easy to forget that the condo is a form of ownership,
not a building type. The C-word has come
to mean “tall, ugly tower,” but that’s not
always the case. A particularly bitter fight
now being waged in west end Toronto is
over a nicely designed six-storey scheme
that would replace a used-car lot.
Some cities just can’t take yes for an answer. C V

Since 2000,
50,000 condo
units have been
built, sold and
occupied south
of Bloor St.
Another 90,000
are in the works.

The most pressing issue in Toronto is that
the city’s aging infrastructure, especially
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The New Face of Yonge and Sheppard
The corner of Yonge and Sheppard will be the next destination for people in 2014.
In the coming years this area will become a landmark stop with the new Hullmark Centre
and Emerald Park Condos. By Norah Oulahen and the Oulahen team
The Yonge and Sheppard neighbourhood
was once known for its wartime bungalows, detached and semi-detached homes
or small strip malls. In the late 1990s, condos were built up and down Doris Avenue.
Menkes developed Empress Walk including 33 and 25 Empress, 8 and 18 Hillcrest,
the Loblaw’s, the cinema and more. At that
time, a very large number of smaller homes
were also replaced by two-storey luxury
homes. It is in this neighbourhood that the
term “monster homes” was first applied by
Torontonians.
The redevelopment of the McLean Hunter
site at Avondale and Bales was one of the
first significant phases of condo construction in early 2000. A new condo community
now stands in the arms of Avondale Park.
The North York area started to get some
interest and a buzz developed. People who
drove across the 401 saw the new Tridel,
Menkes and Shane Baghai Towers on Harrison Garden with interest. Awareness
increased of this condo community that
was starting to take shape. Commuters
sold their homes in Ajax or Pickering to
move closer to the city. Project after project
erupted in North York.
In line with Mel Lastman’s vision of development promotion, many office towers and
condos appearing in a formerly suburban
area and the area unofficially became known
as the “new downtown”. Mel Lastman
56
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The corner of Yonge
and Sheppard will be
the next destination
for people in 2014.
In the coming years
this area will become
a landmark stop with
the new Hullmark
Centre and Emerald
Park Condos.

Square and the North York Civic Centre
are two important community projects that
honour this important vision. A key priority
of the Toronto official Plan was to concentrate development in the Downtown and the
other centres of Toronto (Yonge-Eglinton,
Scarborough, North York and Etobicoke).
These areas are cultural, entertainment and
transit hubs with a mix of residential, condo
and employment services. The hope is that
people who live in these areas will not need
a car and use transit or walk to destinations.
Part of this project was to create two ring
roads, Doris and Beecroft that would move
traffic effectively from Sheppard to Finch on
both sides of Yonge Street. The ring roads
are almost complete. Twenty years and this
vision of development for North York is
coming to fruition.
The corner of Yonge and Sheppard will
be the next destination for people in 2014.
In the coming years this area will become
a landmark stop with the new Hullmark
Centre and Emerald Park Condos. As well
Eighty Eight by Minto and Gibson Square
by Menkes will be important projects to
watch just east and north of the corner.
The Hullmark Centre is built by Tridel
and Hullmark Developments. It stands at
the Southeast corner of Yonge and Sheppard with an open public square and Whole
Foods as a large commercial tenant. You
are close to 401 and direct indoor access
to Sheppard subway. The project has a 35

The two slender
sleek green
clad towers will
have a unique
curved design
and a striking
architectural
concept. They
are 42 Stories
high hold 550
residential units.

Miele appliance package, and you can individually control heat and air conditioning.
Amenities include 24 hour concierge, game
room, guest parking, guest suite, gym, party room, roof deck, and swimming pool.
In the last 5 years people are moving from the
hinterlands to be closer to the TTC. Toronto
has a high rating for livability by objective
international standards. The vibrant city is
built on communities. People don’t just work
in Toronto anymore; they live and play here
too. North York is part of that vibe now.
These two buildings bring excitement and
will anchor the North York skyline.The outline of these buildings against the sky will be
dramatic. Standing at Yonge and Sheppard
in 2014 will have a new feeling. There will
be new infrastructure, larger retail space and
a larger population base. The past will only
be a memory. People used to think that north
of the 401 was the suburbs. The perspective
is changing and this neighbourhood is now
urban chic midtown Toronto. People will be
discussing this area in a new language and
as a happening place by 2014. C V

storey south tower and a 49 storey north
tower (approximately 165 meters) with 198
commercial condo office spaces. It will the
tallest building on the North York skyline
and be a point of context for the area.
The amenities include two large lobby entrances with high ceilings, party room, theatre, billiard room, dining room, exercise
room, yoga room, outdoor cabanas, axial
pavilion garden with fireplaces, swimming
and whirlpool. Construction is well under
way and occupancy is expected in Early
2014. Hullmark Centre is a new defining
landmark and it will reshape the area. You
will be able to see the Hullmark Centre
from Fairview Mall, Yonge and Eglinton,
Steeles and west on the 401.
Emerald Park Condos is across the street
and shares the stage. Emerald Park is being built by Metropia Urban, Plazacorp and
Bazis International. The two slender sleek
green clad towers will have a unique curved
design and a striking architectural concept.
They are 42 Stories high hold 550 residential units. Metro will in the retail space as
well as other office use. The building has direct access to the subway and unobstructed
views of the city All suites have a balcony, a
CONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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Before You Start...

What a Condo Owner Needs to Know Before Starting Renovations
By Barbara Holmes Heenan Blaikie LLP.
The proliferation of home renovation
shows on television clearly indicates that
many home owners prefer to renovate
their existing homes rather than moving.
Purchasers also frequently renovate their
newly purchased home before moving in.
When the home is a condominium unit,
owners need to check their condominium
declaration and rules before starting any
renovation projects. Certain renovations
may not be permitted (e.g. installation of
hard surface floors or enclosure of balconies), or may require Board approval
prior to the alterations, as well as requiring the owner to enter into an Alteration
Agreement (which is often referred to as
an “Indemnity Agreement” or “Section 98
Alteration Agreement”).
Some declarations require that a unit owner
must enter into an Alteration Agreement
before making any renovations to the unit,
other than purely decorative alterations; in
others, the requirement will only apply if
the alteration touches upon the electrical,
mechanical or plumbing systems in the
unit; in some declarations the requirement
only applies where the alterations touch
upon the common elements.
Even if the declaration is silent, Section
98 of the Condominium Act (the “Act”)
sets out certain prerequisites that must
be satisfied before an owner can make
an addition, alteration or improvement
(“Changes”) to the common elements
(which includes exclusive use common
elements such as balconies and patios):
• the proposed Changes must be approved by the Board;

• specify who is the owner of the Changes.

Some declarations
require that the
owner enter into an
Alteration Agreement
before making any
renovations to the unit
• the owner and the Corporation must
enter into an agreement that is registered against title to an owner’s unit;
and
• the Changes must be otherwise consistent with the Act and the Corporation’s
declaration.
The Alteration Agreement must:
• allocate the cost of the Changes between the unit owner and the Corporation – usually, the owner incurs all
the costs;
• set out the responsibility to maintain,
insure and repair after damage the
Changes – in most cases, this will be
the responsibility of the owner; and

As well as these mandatory provisions,
Alteration Agreements usually also contain the following additional provisions:
• All work must be carried out by qualified, licensed tradespersons – which,
in most cases, will exclude your Uncle
Harry, the family handyman, and “doit-yourselfers”.
• A security deposit is required to be
paid, which will be applied to the Corporation’s legal, engineering, professional and administrative costs, as well
as to cover any damage to the common
elements caused by the Changes.
• Limitations on the hours during which
the Changes can be carried out – evenings and weekends are usually out.
• A requirement that Changes must be
removed, at the owner’s expense, upon
notice by the Corporation, in the event
that such removal is necessary in order for the Corporation to undertake
repairs (e.g. a deck abutting a townhouse unit may need to be removed if
the Corporation needs to access any
service lines beneath the deck).
• An indemnification clause whereby the
owner is responsible for all costs related to the Changes as well as the costs
of the preparation and registration of
the Alteration Agreement.
By registering the Alteration Agreement
on title to the unit, all subsequent owners
of the unit are bound by the Alteration
Agreement with respect to alterations
carried out by previous owners.
Owners who fail to check their declaraCONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
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tion and rules and/or to comply with
Section 98 of the Act do so at their peril.
The Board can require that unauthorized
alterations be removed at the owner’s
cost. This is what happened in the case
of T.S.C.C. 1549 v. Chan1.
Ms. Chan had, without the board’s consent
and in contravention of the declaration,
constructed an internal wall which divided her live/work unit into two separate
units and erected internal doors and doorframes to create two separate entrances.
These alterations created a life-safety
concern, as there were no separate lifesafety systems installed on the “live” side
of the unit.
Despite the Corporation’s efforts to get
Ms. Chan to comply with the declaration,
Ms. Chan failed to remove the internal
wall which divided the unit and sought
the Corporation’s retroactive approval
of her alteration. The Corporation then
commenced an application pursuant to
Sections 117, 119 and 134 of the Act. The
Corporation’s position was that the internal wall created a life safety hazard.
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The Court found that the internal wall
contravened the Corporation’s declaration, as it constituted a structural change,
renovation, alteration or addition to a unit
without the prior written consent of the
Corporation. The Court further found
that Ms. Chan had created a potential
danger to other residents because the life
safety systems in her unit were inadequate
and this inadequacy created an underwriting risk with respect to the insurance
coverage for the building. The result was
that the Court ordered that the wall come
down and the unit restored to the original
as-built condition. Ms. Chan was further
subject to a costs award.
The requirement to remove unauthorized
alterations can even be imposed on owners
with respect to unauthorized changes made
by a previous owner. In the case of WNCC
No. 27 v. Silaschi2, the current owner of
a unit was required to remove window
frames which were installed by a previous
owner some years before in connection
with an unauthorized balcony enclosure.
The Silaschi case shows that a Corpo-

ration may have the ability to force an
owner to undo an unapproved change
to an exclusive use common element,
even if many years have passed since the
change was made and even if the change
was made by a previous owner. Furthermore, an owner who refuses to undo such
a change could be forced to pay the Corporation’s legal fees.
As can be seen by the Chan and Silaschi
cases, the ramifications of carrying out unauthorized alterations can be very expensive – owners may find that in addition to
paying for the initial cost of the alteration,
they may also have to pay for the cost of
“undoing” the alteration, plus legal costs
of any dispute relating to the unauthorized alteration.
In addition to reviewing the condominium documents before starting any
work, owners should be checking with
management before starting any work
– some corporations have written guidelines which delineate alteration “dos”
and “don’ts” and what steps need to be
taken. C V
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We respond to your concerns promptly.
Hassle free cancellation
Engineering background, Project management experience.
We serve GTA and surrounding areas.
We care about your property as our own house.

CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICES
Building Science / Structural
Mechanical / Electrical
Design / Contract Administration
Project Management
Pe r fo r m a n c e Au d i t s / C o n d i t i o n
As s e s s m e n t s / Re s e r ve Fu n d S tu d i e s

BOLD ENGINEERING INC.
185 Bridgeland Avenue, Suite 106
Toronto, Ontario
M6A 1Y7
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T:
416.556.0766
F: 1 . 8 6 6 . 8 7 6 . 5 7 5 8
info@boldengineering .ca
www.boldengineering .ca

Gre a te r Toron t o • G o l d e n H o r seshoe • Kitchener-Waterloo • N i a g a r a

WB
Wilson
Blanchard

Condominium
Management
with Experience
and Integrity

PROFESSIONALLY MANAGING:
Condominiums
Office & Retail Buildings

Wilson, Blanchard Management Inc.
16 Four Seasons Place, Suite 206, Toronto, Ontario M9B 6E5
Tel. 416.642.2807 866.642.2807 Fax. 416.642.2810CONDOVOICE SUMMER 2013
www.wilsonblanchard.com
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